This paper is aimed at increasing the number of possible architectures of distributed control systems by investigating and developing novel methods for the synchronization of axes between PLCs and iPCs of different vendors. In order to find a global solution to this problem, particular attention has been focused on programmable controllers that can manage axes by means of point-by-point control or motion instructions. Two synchronization algorithms have been developed and validated for real and virtual axes; they differ in computational load so that they can be used with programmable controllers having high or low computational performances.
Introduction
Distributed solutions for real-time system architectures are more and more used for the improvement of the industrial process and the development of smart factories in order to follow the new wave of Industry 4.0 [1] . In comparison with the centralized architecture, these systems improve the dependability, compensability, scalability and extensibility of the products [2] . They are also called networked motion control systems (NMCSs) and they consist of a set of different nodes such as controllers, sensors, drive controllers, regulators, HMIs and actuators, spatially distributed and interconnected by a communication network [3, 4] .
In the automation field [5] there are several communication networks and communication protocols that answer different requirements for different applications. Real-time Ethernet (RTE), which is a field bus technology, is commonly used for the communication of data among nodes of distributed real-time systems thanks to its security and reliability [6, 7, 8] . Several Ethernet applications exist such as ControlNet [9] , PROFIBUS [10] , EtherCAT [11] and Ethernet/IP [12] . The new challenges of distributed control system have been presented by Dripke et alt. [13] . The most important challenge, which have been identify by them are communication among multi-agent systems, time and synchronization due to the parallel computing nature of distributed systems, control tasks, capacity and scalability. In this direction, a lot of new communication protocols for IoT and time synchronization systems, such as OPC UA [14, 15] and TSN [16, 17, 18] , are being developed and standardized in order to overcome the existing problems. While in the industrial field there are some examples of the use of the OPC UA protocol for communication [19] , in the case of motion synchronization, this protocol is used together with another protocol (EtherCAT) in order to achieve the synchronization of multiple axes [20] . As regards Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN), it is a new communication protocol that is focused on the simultaneous motion synchronization of axes and data exchange [21] . Several companies are developing new devices in order to implement this new protocol [22] and to increase its reliability, security and performances for industrial applications. A milestone of motion control is synchronization among multiple axes [23, 24, 25, 26] that is fundamental in different fields such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), Surface Mounting Technology (SMT) [27, 28] and automated factories [29] . It is acknowledged that a new step towards the development of distributed control systems is represented by integration and interoperability among industrial programmable controllers of different producers [29] . Some applications already use communication between PLCs or iPCs of different vendors [30] but only for the exchange of information and not for the motion control of motors. Several studies have been carried out to implement distributed controls for motion axes [31, 32, 33] . In all these cases the master control directly commands drivers of the same vendor or drivers directly compatible with the communication network of the master control. This is due to the fact that different vendors use different methods for the control of the dynamics of motors; moreover, motion control is a hard real-time task, which requires a high level of accuracy and reliability. The advantages of a dis-tributed motion control system, which can be used with drives and motors of different vendors, are the increase of re-usability, reconfigurability and extension of distributed systems. The novel approach of this paper consists in the implementation of a distributed motion control in which a master iPC commands incompatible drivers and motors through a slave PLC. This method differs from the actual ones in which the motion control between different PLCs/iPCs of different vendors is possible only if the two systems use the same protocol for communication and synchronization. Even in the field of Neural Networks some new finite-time synchronization (FTS) methods have been developed [34] . An example of accurate time synchronization among multiple devices is presented by Shiying et alt [35] . They use the IEEE 1588 protocol for the design of a time synchronization network of experimental advanced superconducting tokamak (EAST) poloidal field (PF) power supply control system. In this case, they synchronize the time among a control system of PFPS on EAST, local controllers, coordination operations of several sets of power supply and DAQ systems (DAS) with the maximum time offset from the master node that never exceeds 50 ns. This paper is focused on the development of a general master-slave real-time interface between different programmable controllers for the synchronization of motion control by the use of real-time Ethernet communication networks with the IEEE 1588 V2 Time Synchronization protocol [36, 37] and the Ethernet/IP protocol [38] . The hardware architecture, the used communication network and the algorithms, which will be subsequently shown, represent a global solution for motion control among industrial programmable controllers of different vendors.This solution can be used for any type of distributed real-time control systems that include both PLC and iPC devices. The tests have been performed with different PLCs and iPCs, but the vendors' names cannot be shown because of the NDA. The general solution developed in this paper will be also used with the latest protocols, such as TSN, when they are introduced into the automation field as standard protocols. Following the method shown in the paper it is possible to overcome the problem of connectivity between PLC and iPC of different vendors without the reduction of the function of one of the two systems. De facto, it is also possible to control functions that require high accuracy and safety such as the motion control of different motors. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the notations used in this paper; Section 3 deals with the existing hardware architectures for the motion synchronization of distributed control systems and the architecture used in this study; Section 4 describes the problem and possible solutions; Section 5 illustrates the simulations performed; Section 6 and Section 7 analyze the solutions adopted for different system architectures; Section 8 explains the experimental results; Section 9 provides a discussion about the work; Section 10 expounds the conclusions drawn at the end of the research. The input velocity given to the jog a jog
Notations
The input acceleration given to the jog e p
Position error e v Velocity error
Hardware architecture
In order to generalize the architecture of the system, the hardware components used are typical of every programmable controller vendor. The only constraints are:
• the Ethernet communication network for the exchange of the kinematic data of motors with a velocity of at least 100Mbps. For some vendors it is directly integrated in the controller card while other vendors need an appropriate card
• an Ethernet card that allows the use of the IEEE 1588 V2 protocol. In some cases it is the Ethernet communication card itself if the system uses a CIP Sync protocol, or in other cases an appropriate card is necessary.
Furthermore, the programmable controller that moves the main motors is called Motion Master CPU (M ot M ), while the one that synchronizes its motors with the master is called Slave Motion CPU (M ot S ). With this method it is possible to synchronize both real and virtual axes. This is very important because in the automation field the main axis of the machine is often virtual and all the other axes, both real and virtual, move synchronously with it. If the system needs to synchronize real motors, the hardware architecture includes drivers and motors. If the system synchronizes only virtual axes, drivers and motors are not included in the hardware architecture. Other studies relating to motor synchronization have been carried out by means of the use of the IEEE 1588 synchronization protocol and Ethernet connections [31] . Even they consider a master-slave architecture, but the main difference lies on the fact that they use only a master controller and some slave drivers of the same vendor as in Fig.1 . On the contrary, this study aims at developing an interface between programmable controllers of different vendors, which control drivers and motors. In this case a master CPU controls different slave CPUs that send the set values to the drive in order to control several motors as represented in Fig.2 . 
Problem definition
The synchronization of several axes between programmable controllers of different vendors can be divided into four parts:
1. time synchronization of the system 2. exchange of kinematic data 3. computation of trajectory 4. driver actuation
Time synchronization
First of all programmable controllers need to have the same time reference so that they can evaluate the kinematic values of the system properly. The clocks of programmable controllers can be very different in accuracy and reliability, consequently it is necessary to use a method which is oriented to find a common clock between the controllers. In order to obtain a high accuracy in motion synchronization, a high accuracy of the global time of CPUs is required.Therefore, the synchronization protocol used is the IEEE 1588 V2 (Precision Time Protocol), because it is one of the most used, it is based on Ethernet communication network and it achieves a clock accuracy < 100ns [36] . This protocol uses a Clock master(Cl M ) that is the source of the synchronization reference and a Clock slave(Cl S ) that is the destination of the synchronization message. In order to synchronize the Cl S with the Cl M , the former computes the time difference between its clock and the synchronization message. If the delay is higher than 100ns, the Cl S overwrites its time in order to ensure synchronization, this means that there are some gaps in the time reference of Cl S . Therefore, it is very important to understand which CPU between M ot M and M ot S will be the Cl M or the Cl S . The Cl M chosen between the two different programmable controllers has to be the M ot S , because it is not possible to control the dynamics of an axis in an accurate way if the reference time is overwritten during the computation of motion.
Exchange of kinematic data (Communication configuration)
The communication network between the two programmable controllers is based on Ethernet/IP with a Produced/Consumed tag method. This type of communication allows to broadcast and to receive system-shared tags. The choice of this method for the exchange of data is due to the fact that it can be used with typical control networks, it is reliable and it is real-time communication.
The M ot M can send the synchronization data for multiple axes within a data path. For each axis the shortest data path necessary for the synchronization of the i-th axis (Fig.3) consists of: Time of master commands (T mc i (i)) and Set Position, Velocity, Acceleration, Jerk
) of the axis with a look ahead equal to the Motion Task Time of the M ot S (T stt ). 
Computation of trajectory
Different vendors use different methods for the motion of axes. Some of them can directly move an axis point by point defining its p i , v i and a i at each motion task. Other vendors, who cannot control a motor point by point, use motion instructions in order to impose the desired trajectory. This case is the most interesting because it requires to impose the desired trajectory by using a predefined motion profile. If the axes to be moved are real, the programmable controller computes their p i , v i and a i and sends them to the drivers. In order to synchronize two or more virtual or real axes between two programmable controllers, the M ot S needs to take into account the p i , v i , a i and j i of the M ot M with respect to the instant of time in which the M ot M will actuate these commands. Thanks to the time synchronization, the two CPUs have the same clock reference and so it is possible to correlate the time instant in both CPUs. Both in the case of the point-by-point control and in the case of the control obtained by means of motion instructions, the coarse update (CUP) of the motion task and the coarse update of the data sending task of the M ot M must be shorter than the ones of the M ot S . This choice reduces the possibility of receiving the same data of motion twice because of the jitter of the tasks that different CPUs have. Moreover, the task in which the motion algorithm is computed must be synchronous with the motion task of the CPU to be sure that the actuation delay (T ad ) with which the CPU sends the p i , v i and a i of the system is constant and equal to one CUP of the motion task. To compensate the actuation delay that is equal to one CUP of the motion task of the M ot S (T ad = T stt ), the kinematic values sent by the M ot M have a look ahead in time equal to T stt and they are (
The main idea for the synchronization of the two systems is based on the determination of the time difference (D i ) between the time instant in which the M ot M imposes the set values on its axes (T mc i ) and the time instant in which the M ot S will impose the set values on its axes (T sc i ). With the computation of this delay and thanks to the kinematic data of the M ot M , it is possible to extrapolate the future set position (p f i ), future set velocity (v f i ) and future set acceleration (a f i ) that the master axes will achieve after the total time (T t i = (D i + T ad )). The computation of T t i is afflicted by the jitter of the motion task because the M ot S can only compute the previous instant of time in which it imposes the commands and not the next one. However, the motion task of the M ot S is scheduled and so it is almost constant except for the jitter of the task (T t i = T ad i + D i + jitter i ). PLCs and iPCs define a maximum level of the jitter of the task that is different among different vendors and different controllers. The communication jitter does not influence the computation because it is included in the D i value and so it is determined for each calculation accurately. In order to synchronize the axes of M ot S with the axes of M ot M , the M ot S has to impose on its axes a trajectory congruent to their actual kinematic values to achieve, at the future time instant, the same p f i , v f i and a f i as the M ot M reaches. The extrapolated formulas are the following:
For each motion task the M ot S has to move its axes satisfying the constraints p f i , v f i , a f i with respect to their actual positions (p a i ), actual velocities (v a i ) and actual accelerations (a a i ).
Drive actuation
The driver can have different control strategies to perform the best control of motors, but it generally uses only the set positions and the set velocities given by the controller. The driver interpolates the set values with a frequency of about 8KHz and computes the current necessary to impose the defined motion. For this reason all the synchronization algorithms that have been developed have the aim of generating the correct set positions and set velocities required to synchronize two or more axes.
Simulations
Several simulations have been performed in order to demonstrate the correctness of this architecture. The tests consist in the evaluation of the synchronization error between a M ot M axis and a M ot S axis with the trajectories shown in Fig.17 and Fig.5 . The method used to synchronize the two axes is the aforementioned one. The task time chosen for the motion task of the M ot M is 2ms and the one of M ot S is 4ms. The M ot M sends the data path to the M ot S every 1ms, while the M ot S reads the data path every 2ms. A random jitter has been imposed on different tasks as follows:
• ±5µs Master Send Data Task
• ±40µs Slave Read Data Task
• ±40µs Slave Read Data Task
• ±40µs Slave Actuation Task
The timing model is shown in Fig.4 . The simulation results are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 .
The simulations lead to the following deductions:
• synchronization errors are bounded
• jitter causes noise on the synchronization error
• it is possible to have few points with a high synchronization error of velocity and acceleration in case the motion task of the M ot M does not sample the punctual variations of the dynamic variables.
Point-by-point control
In case the M ot S uses a point-by-point control it is possible to directly impose p f i , v f i and a f i on the axes so synchronization is insured except for the jitter of the task. 
Motion instruction control
In case the programmable controller can not directly impose the kinematic values on the axes by means of point-to-point control but it can only use motion instructions, it is necessary to use different algorithms to respect the kinematic constraints. In order to develop a global method for the motion synchronization between two different controllers, the motion instruction used to move the axes of the M ot S is a jog. The choice of this type of motion instruction depends on the fact that the jog is a trapezoidal velocity profile and it is used in any type of automation PLCs or iPCs. Different vendors give different names to this instruction but, independently from the name, its behavior is the same. The jog instruction allows to carry out a trapezoidal velocity profile (Fig.7) by defining the velocity that the axis has to reach and the acceleration with which it has to obtain the desired velocity.
In this case it is necessary to divide the problem into three different scenarios that depend on the value of the actual velocity(v 0 ) of the M ot S axis with respect to the extrapolated velocity(v f ) which the axis has to reach at the next motion task time: In case v f > v 0 , the equations describing the problem are:
where Ta is the time of acceleration, Tr is the time in which the axis has the desired velocity and T t is the total time. So the solution is the following: In case v f < v 0 , the solution is similar to the previous one. In the case in which v f = v 0 , the unique solution is the following:
The solutions, which also depend on the values of Ta and T, lead to four different cases:
• 0 < T a < T T the solution always exsists;
• T a = 0 one and only one solution exists and it is not implementable:
• T a < 0 it is impossible to satisfy the position and the velocity constraints at the same time:
• T a > T t it is impossible to satisfy the position and the velocity constraints at the same time:
Only in the first case there is always a solution. In the second case there are no implementable solutions because it is necessary to give a new velocity to the axis without any variation of acceleration. In the third case and in the fourth case it is not possible to respect all the constraints so it is necessary to develop an approximated solution. In order to achieve the best synchronization performances with respect to the computational effort, two different algorithms have been developed:
• Discrete approximation
• Linear approximation
Discrete approximation
With this algorithm, in case T a = 0, the input velocity and acceleration given to the jog are the same as in the previous task. In this way the M ot M and the M ot S axes increase their synchronization difference and in the next task T a will be different from 0. The synchronization error is not high if the time of the motion task is shorter than the dynamics of the M ot M axes. In the third case (T a < 0), the acceleration time is negative. In the fourth case (T a > T ), the acceleration time is higher than the motion task of the system, the inputs of the jog instruction are defined as follows:
This approximation involves a position error and a velocity error (Fig.9) . To understand if the approximation error is bounded and small enough to allow the application of the algorithm, the position error and the velocity error are computed in the following three cases: (Fig.10) .
It presents a saddle point in the working point with a position error of about zero, in the other parts the position error is close to zero. The highest position errors can be achieved only if Delta velocity and Delta position are not congruent to each other, consequently only if the kinematic values of the M ot M axes received by the M ot S are corrupted. Another possible problem can be present if the extrapolated velocity is perfectly equal to the actual velocity. In this case the algorithm does not correct any velocity error and the two axes have the same velocity but a very high position error. In order to solve this problem a very little reduction of velocity is imposed with an acceleration equal to 1% of the actual acceleration of the system. In this way a difference between the extrapolated velocity and the actual velocity of the axes appears in the next motion task. This solution does not produce a high position error if the system has a short motion task time. Fig.11 represents the complete algorithm.
This algorithm has to be computed at each motion task time for each axis to be synchronized. Not all PLCs have a good performance with complex calculations, therefore a simplified algorithm has been developed.
Linear approximation
The target of this algorithm is to reduce the complexity of computation maintaining good synchronization performances. For each task time this algorithm computes the time difference (D i ), it extrapolates p f ,v f and a f and it calculates, by means of eq.17 and eq.18, the input velocity and acceleration to be given to the jog instruction. The algorithm corrects the position error and the velocity error existing between the actual kinematic values and the extrapolated kinematic values in order to synchronize with the master axis. However, the algorithm does not distinguish the different kinematic scenarios consequently there is always an approximation error. But, as seen before, the position error is very small if Delta position and Delta velocity are congruent and the computational effort is reduced. This algorithm can be a good trade off between the synchronization performances and the computational efforts if the computational power of the CPU is not too high. 
Experimental results
The tests have been performed only with PLCs and iPCs that cannot control the kinematics of the axes point-by-point. This choice is due to the fact that in the case of point-by-point control it is possible to synchronize the axes by directly imposing the extrapolated position and velocity of the M ot M axes. In the case taken into consideration by this study, the time difference between the two systems has to be computed in order to extrapolate p f ,v f and a f and to use the Discrete Approximation Algorithm or the Linear Approximation Algorithm required to compute the input velocity (v jog ) and the input acceleration (a jog ) for the jog instruction and to synchronize the axes.
The tests have been run on virtual and real axes.
The tests on real axes have been conducted in order to understand if the synchronization error can influence the position error or produce vibrations on real motors. The tests on virtual axes have been performed in order to evaluate the synchronization position error and the velocity position error with respect to different motion profiles. Other tests on virtual axes have been run in order to determine how the variation of the task time of the two CPUs can influence the performances of the algorithms. It is not possible to show the names of the vendors of PLCs and iPCs used in the tests because of the NDA.
Tests on real motors
In order to understand if the algorithms can generate noise on real motors, the position error and the velocity error of the distributed hybrid system have been evaluated by comparing them with the position error and the velocity error of the same motor commanded only by one CPU. The motion profile chosen for the test is shown in Fig.13 ; it consists of a hard dynamics with several parts of accelerating zones and constant velocity zones.
The position error and the velocity error are the same both in the normal case and in the hybrid case.
Tests on position and velocity synchronization errors
In order to evaluate the synchronization performances of the two algorithms at different velocities and with virtual axes, two motion profiles have been used: the first one is represented in Fig.13 , while the second one is Fig.17 . For the sake of brevity, Fig.15 and Fig.16 show only one test; the variables represent the position synchronization error and the velocity synchronization error. However, the data of all the tests are listed in Tab 1.
• First motion profile • 8ms
• 4ms
• 2ms
The task time of the M ot M is always half of the task time of the M ot S . The profile used is the same as in Fig.13 at three different velocities:
• 67deg/sec
The data of all the tests are shown in Tab.2.
Discussion
To solve the synchronization problem two possible cases have been taken into account:
• point-by-point control
• axis control by means of motion instructions
In the first case it is possible to synchronize the axes by means of a simple compensation of the time delay between the time in which the M ot M commands its axes and the time in which the M ot S performs the same operation. In the second case a trapezoidal velocity profile called jog instruction has been chosen in order to control the M ot S axes and to synchronize them with the M ot M axes. This choice has been made because in any PLC or iPC used for the motion control it is possible to define a trapezoidal velocity trajectory by imposing on the axis the velocity and the acceleration to be reached. Therefore, two different algorithms have been developed for the solution of the synchronization problem. The main difference between the two algorithms depends on the fact that the Discrete Approximation Algorithm takes into account all the possible kinematic cases of the axes, but it involves a higher computational effort. On the contrary, even if the Linear Approximation Algorithm has the same behavior in any kinematic case, it requires a lower computational effort. In order to optimize the algorithms, some tests have been conducted with different task times of the motion planner as the task time is an important factor for the synchronization accuracy. De facto, the shorter the motion task time is, the faster the generation of the command values sent to the axes is. Consequently, the system is more reactive to the correction of the synchronization error and the decrease of the task time reduces the mean and especially the standard deviation of the synchronization error. These tests have brought to light another parameter that influences the performances. It is the jitter of the motion task of the M ot S ; in order to evaluate its influence, several tests have been conducted on virtual axes following the profile of Fig.13 . The data are shown in Fig.20 .
Actually a high variation of the jitter involves a higher synchronization error. Even the magnitude of the jitter influences the system: for a high magnitude of the jitter there is an increase of the synchronization error. The problem is that it is not possible to forecast the jitter and to compensate it because it has a randomic behavior. Therefore, in order to reduce its effects, there are two possibilities:
• to choose a CPU with a very low jitter • to reduce the task time of the motion planner of the M ot s so that the magnitude of the jitter can be reduced.
Conclusions
The first step of this work has involved a wide research on the most used systems of real-time communication and synchronization. For the time synchronization of different CPUs it has been necessary to individualize the hardware and software tools adopted by most vendors of programmable controllers. The second step has regarded a research aimed at defining the communication method to be used for the exchange of the kinematic data of the axes between two CPUs. Two synchronization algorithms have been developed in order to solve the synchronization problem. Several simulations have been carried out with a defined trajectory of the axes in order to evaluate the synchronization performances of the system.They have shown a position error close to zero along the working point. Subsequently, the two algorithms have been tested with real and virtual axes. As regards real axes, it emerges that the use of synchronization algorithms do not influence the position error and the velocity error of the real motors. As regards virtual axes, several synchronization tests have been run with different motion profiles and at different velocities in order to evaluate the flexibility of the algorithms. They show that the synchronization error is bounded; it depends on the velocity of the axes and on the motion profile; it is one or two orders of magnitude lower than a common position error of a real motor and it has a tight standard deviation. It means that the algorithms reach good performances and in case of real motors the synchronization error is neglectable. In the tests conducted with the second trajectory, the synchronization position error of the axes is close to the synchronization position error of the simulations performed with the same profile. Furthermore, a good model of the system has been made. 
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